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Abstract—Cloud computing applications are more widely, with the development of breakthrough at the same time, we should also pay attention to data security, to improve the user's satisfaction. The paper analyzes the key technologies of multimedia data security protection from three aspects: transmission, storage and auditing, including authentication technology, encryption technology, and the construction of audit model and so on.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing which has the characteristics of virtual, universal, large scale, high reliability, has a great advantage in dealing with large data and information exchange and communication based on the Internet technology\textsuperscript{[1]}. At the same time, many companies in the commercial use cloud computing to generate economic benefits, coupled with the characteristics of its virtual and open, so there is a certain risk of cloud computing. For businesses and users, the loss of data or personal information leakage and tampering, consequences are unbearable to contemplate. However, with the development of the Internet these events happened many times, which has caused serious losses to users and enterprises, so how to protect the multimedia data security is very important, and we must strengthen the research of related technology.

II. ANALYSIS OF MULTIMEDIA DATA TRANSMISSION SECURITY PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY

With the popularity of the Internet, the status of cloud data in the life and work of the increasingly important, whether individuals or businesses will often transfer data\textsuperscript{[2]}. In the transmission process, in fact, there is a great risk, which the data once affected that may lead to transmission interruption, or Trojan virus, so that eventually received data become garbled, unable to open source file. In addition, a large number of network transmission channels, but also to ensure the speed, so it is necessary to take effective means to protect the transmission of multimedia data security. These methods contain the user's authentication and authorization, that is, the user login, transmission, encryption, and a series of operations, there should be a corresponding authorization system. These operations cannot be carried out without authentication. The key to the security of multimedia data transmission is encryption, symmetric key system, public key cryptosystem, and so on. In order to satisfy the higher requirements, hybrid encryption technology has attracted more and more attention. This technique has the advantages of two kinds of technologies, such as symmetric cryptography and public key cryptography, which mixed use, and form a new cryptographic algorithm. The private key password can improve the privacy and confidentiality of data, public key cryptography can ensure the integrity of the multimedia data\textsuperscript{[3]}.

Identity authentication is the gateway of secure network system, before the user enters the system, at first identification through the identity authentication system and access monitor according to the user identity and authorization permission to access the database determines if the user has access to a resource at the same time, the user request and behavior audit system records, the intrusion detection system for real-time monitoring of whether the invasion behavior. Identity authentication is realized in four ways: password based authentication method, authentication method based on physical documents, authentication method based on biological characteristics and authentication method based on hardware information.
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objects, and set the corresponding authentication mode, in order to ensure the security of authentication. It can be practically found that multi-tenancy technology used more, but with the increase of the number of the tenants, store large amounts of multimedia data to the same medium, hard to avoid can appear holes, cause the conflict between the mixture of multimedia data and the tenant, in order to solve this problem, suggest to build up the RBAC model, based on this to improve multi-tenant access control scheme[5].

Encryption technology plays an important role in the transmission of multimedia data and the storage of multimedia data. Its principle is the use of data encryption and key management, with the corresponding algorithm, to form the corresponding with the customer password. However, with the development of network technology, more and more people are required to encrypt the encryption technology. Now, it is generally required to encrypt the data with high strength, which will undoubtedly increase the difficulty of storage. In this paper, several potential and practical storage encryption technologies are introduced:

First of all, the homomorphism encryption technology[6]. The technology is developed on the basis of privacy homomorphism. Because in the past if you want to calculate the encrypted data, you must firstly know the decryption function, but privacy homomorphism can omit this step. The encryption function can be divided into some parts of the encryption and the whole encryption, the former refers to the addition of the additive or multiplicative, while the latter refers to both the additive and multiplicative. From the two aspects of function and safety, the technology is excellent, but the study on the current situation, the encryption technology mainly pauses in the theory and in the practical application of the algorithm in the low processing efficiency on the cipher text[7]. We know that cloud computing data security is currently facing a paradox that if fully encrypted, it will affect the search for the use of cloud data; if not encrypted, it will affect the integrity and security of the data. But the same encryption technology can solve this problem; the main work is to enhance the speed of data processing.

Second, Encryption technology for supporting queries. As mentioned, there is cloud storage paradox, so if you have a support query encryption technology, whether can solve the problem? Related research said, users need to put the conditions of the search query to sent to the server, which is not the secret of the encrypted data at the same time, to search information in the Cloud database, and the final result feedback to the user. But this approach to the query conditions and the requirements of the key word is very strict, must be in accordance with the unified format, but also support the format is limited[8]. This leads to the user after receiving the feedback results, you have to open the file one by one, and the key word relative. In addition, the query server feedback data, probably most of the user is not required, so that the flow of consumption is serious. Someone tried to take a fuzzy query method, but also just to support the Boolean query. For the problem does not support the relevance of queries, but also to take specific measures, mainly the use of correlation and a pair of multi ordered mapping, the whole process of calculating the amount of the query is too large, and the cost is high.

B. Destruction and Isolation

In the business environment, cloud data storage usually set the period of validity, after the expiration of these data is still exist, and the user is no longer stored and used, so it should be deleted. Otherwise, if it is illegal to access, it is likely to lead to leakage of user information, to bring inconvenience. After deleting data exist residue problem, in order to prevent data recovery again, supplier shall ensure previous data completely to clear after users stop using cloud services. Especially some important information and must not be others know. Here it is necessary to search for the third party to supervise and discrimination, but the credibility of the third party and impartiality demand is extremely high, from the point of view of the current reliable technology development degree, there are many problems need to be solved[9].

Isolation technique is an indispensable important part of the data security storage, the nature of cloud computing is a kind of technology architecture of coexistence of multiple users as users more, large data, hard to avoid can appear mistake, cause chaos data storage. Whereas isolation technique isolating each user's data, to ensure the safety in cloud data[10].

C. Compression and Backup

Implantation of Trojan, and malicious hackers attack, can lead to tamper with the cloud user data stealed. For businesses, if critical information is missing, it is bound to bring the heavy losses. Therefore, when using cloud storage service, usually for big data backup, even stored data loss caused by accidents, can enable the backup. Many people even multiple backup, in order to improve the reading speed, in general to be compressed data, but also to reduce the occupied space[11].

IV. ANALYSIS OF SECURITY PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY OF MULTIMEDIA DATA AUDIT

After the user transferring data to the cloud storage space, they often change regularly so as to ensure it the additions and deletions, integrity, accuracy and safety, and it is necessary to record the data, and auditing. If finding data be changed, we do a detailed record; if finding a multimedia data security be risked, we need to promptly remove. Theoretically, the public audit needs to ensure that the user's information security, and support the dynamic change, and the cost to reduce as much as possible, but also to support the batch audit, in order to improve the efficiency of work[12]. In this mainly from two aspects of the data audit security analysis:

First, the status of the data hold. At first, the audit model was built on the basis of the technology of the label audit, although it could protect the privacy of the data effectively, but ignored the dynamic nature of the data. By the static storage of raw material gas, the process becomes more complex, and the process is more complex, and it is easy to have all kinds of problems. With the research in depth, based on the symmetric password mechanism and other factors, and gradually build a dynamic storage model can support the dynamic storage, making the system to calculate the load significantly reduced [13]. The deficiency is that the single server environment, if the use of the process of failure, will cause the data cannot be applied. Even dynamic, not to support all dynamic operations, such as the insertion operation, in this model is difficult to
achieve. When using the model to query the relevant information, it is necessary to set the number of query in advance. Now the data security protection technology has made great progress, research on provable data possession dynamic mechanism is also deepening, with grade certification adjustable table, construct a new audit model is able to safely support the data update. And it supports all dynamic actions; the disadvantage is that the execution efficiency is low.

Second, the integrity of the data. A lot of data is stored in the cloud, each user is very concerned about how to protect the integrity and correctness of the data, and in the past research there have been a number of related technologies. For example, the POR model (data retrieval model, using the evidence) model in data security audit, usually with a model of sampling inspection and error correction code function, maintain data security, in the service period, even if the data is deleted can be restored. In these special data are randomly embedded into the data, and the file encryption, to ensure the information of special data will not leak, but does not support dynamic updating and third party verification. To take a publicly verifiable homomorphism authenticator improved, realizes the disclosure of data recovery, but still does not support dynamic update. After that, some people proposed a method based on homomorphism token and erasure code encoding model makes the construction of audit data, greatly improves the safety performance, but also to quickly find out errors in data server. The token homomorphism in which the role is to maintain the integrity of the stored data. In spite of this, the model also exist obvious shortage, such as the need to be preset number of audit, the computational cost is too big. At present, more and more domestic research in this aspect, but also exist problems, more or less in the future also need to consider more comprehensive, perfecting the audit model, in order to improve data security audit.

V. CONCLUSION

In the information explosion era, cloud computing plays an increasingly prominent role, which the activities will produce relevant data, often and need to upload to the cloud space. With virtual and network cloud and open, in order to ensure the safety of multimedia data, we must strengthen the research of this kind of technology, and qualify innovation and fighting spirit, to rationally use the latest research results, and make cloud computing environment of multimedia data security transmission and storage.
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